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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the correspondence between two approaches to astrometric observational

reductions : the approach based on angular observables used for optical observations, and the approach
based on the interferometric delay observable used for very long baseline radio interferometry (VLBI)
observations. A procedure is presented by which VLBI algorithms can be used for optical observations.
This scheme can help to guarantee consistent treatment of observational results in the two regimes. Dif-
ferences between angle- and delay-based algorithms in current use are shown to be less than 1 kas.
However, the physical models used as the bases for the algorithms must be improved to reach external
accuracies at such levels.
Key words : astrometry È catalogs È reference systems È techniques : interferometric

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses some important algorithms used in
wide-angle astrometry, deÐned here as the measurement of
the relative positions of celestial objects over angular scales
of a radian or more. Typically, a program of wide-angle
astrometry results in a catalog of positions (at some epoch)
and proper motions (if measurable) of some restricted class
of objects. Fundamental astrometry is a special form of
wide-angle astrometry in which the coordinate system of
the Ðnal catalog is tied to the celestial equator and the
equinox. The discussion in this paper applies to the more
general case and is not coordinate system dependent.

SpeciÐcally of interest here is the group of algorithms that
have become standard in accounting for the physical e†ects
traditionally called annual and diurnal aberration and
gravitational light bending. Currently achievable obser-
vational accuracies for wide-angle astrometry, of order 1
mas, require that these e†ects be correctly modeled at a
level of parts in 106 for aberration and 104 for light bending.
New observational techniques under development promise
to raise the accuracy requirements by several orders of mag-
nitude. These algorithms are important because they must
be applied to all wide-angle astrometric measurements,
whether ground- or space-based, and regardless of the dis-
tance of the objects observed.

The paper discusses the correspondence between two
approaches to astrometric observational reductions : the
approach based on angular observables used for optical
observations, and the approach based on the interferomet-
ric delay observable used for very long baseline radio inter-
ferometry (VLBI) observations. A procedure is presented by
which VLBI algorithms can be used for optical obser-
vations. This scheme can help to guarantee consistent treat-
ment of observational results that are often combined or
compared. It also allows for the evaluation of the precision
of the algorithms.

As used in this paper, precision refers to how well a math-
ematical representation of some e†ect corresponds to the
physical model constructed to account for it. Accuracy
refers to how well the physical model corresponds to reality.
Thus, an algorithm can be precise without being accurate, if,

for example, a very exact mathematical development is used
to represent a relatively crude physical model. The tech-
nique that is the main subject of this paper provides infor-
mation on the precision of the algorithms involved but not
necessarily their accuracy. The accuracy of algorithms is
also obviously important, and will be touched on in ° 10.

provides some background information onSection 2
high-precision astrometry and the algorithms that support
it. describes the algorithms used in optical astrom-Section 3
etry, while presents the comparable VLBI algorithms. In° 4

the procedure that allows the two kinds of algorithms to° 5,
be directly compared is developed. describes howSection 6
the comparison software works, and presents numerical° 7
results from the comparison. shows how a modiÐ-Section 8
cation to an algorithm can be tested by the procedures
developed in the paper. deals with the large-Section 9
aperture case, and provides a summary and conclusion.° 10

2. BACKGROUND

A full discussion of the motivations for high-precision
wide-angle astrometry are beyond the scope of this paper,
but several recent IAU conferences have covered this
subject well ; see & Abalakin Smith,Lieske (1990), Hughes,
& Kaplan or & Seidelmann Suffice it(1991), HÔg (1995).
here to say that an important goal of this work has been the
construction of high-precision celestial reference frames in
various wavelength regimes and the determination of the
relationships between these reference frames. The primary
astrometric technique in the radio regime is very long base-
line interferometry, which now routinely provides large-
angle measurements with accuracies of D1 mas or better

& Sovers et al. In(Ma 1990 ; Jacobs 1993 ; Johnston 1995).
the optical band, the Hipparcos satellite has determined
stellar positions with similar accuracies (Mignard 1995),
and ground-based interferometry may soon be competitive

Johnston, & Mozurkewich Several propo-(Hutter, 1995).
sals for space-based observing systems anticipate wide-
angle astrometry at the 5È50 kas level et al.(Reasenberg

& Perryman et al.1988 ; Lindegren 1995 ; Seidelmann 1995).
Although each astrometric observing program has

unique requirements, there are a number of physical and
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geometric e†ects that enter into the data reductions that are
common to all techniques. If high-precision reference
frames are to be aligned, it would seem desirable to have
some assurance that the data have been handled consistent-
ly. The International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) has
established standard models and algorithms (McCarthy

that facilitate comparison of data within its1992, 1996)
Ðeld. The IAU Working Group on Astronomical Standards
has been tasked with establishing standard astrometric
algorithms for the broader community (Fukushima 1995 ;
IAU 1996).

This paper reports on the treatment of the physical e†ects
traditionally referred to as aberration and gravitational
light deÑection. These names reÑect a particular way of
conceptualizing these e†ects, one based on the point of view
of an observing system with a single, well-deÐned
locationÈthat is, one with an aperture small compared
with the radius of Earth. For such a system, these e†ects
appear as small angular departures from the Euclidean
direction of an observed object. Practitioners of VLBI treat
these e†ects quite di†erently than do other observers, prin-
cipally because they use a very sparsely Ðlled aperture, each
segment of which is separated from the others by distances
of thousands of kilometers. The relative motions of the
various parts of the total aperture are not negligible. The
observable in the VLBI case is the time di†erence (group
delay) between a wave frontÏs arrival at one segment of the
aperture and its arrival at another. Although the basic
framework for modeling the physical e†ects that we are
consideringÈspecial and general relativityÈis the same in
the two cases, the algorithms used are actually quite di†er-
ent. It is therefore fair to ask to what extent the VLBI
treatment is consistent, in practice, with the algorithms used
for small apertures.

3. TREATMENT USING ANGLE VARIABLES

The traditional treatment of stellar aberration can be
found in any textbook on spherical astronomy, for example,

& Clemence or Aberration isWoolard (1966) Green (1985).
the e†ect by which a moving observer sees an apparent
angular shift in the position of a Ðxed light source. Of
course, for unaccelerated motion, one can simply shift refer-
ence frames so that the observer is at rest and the e†ect
appears as a light-time problem. In the solar system, accel-
erations are small (spacetime is nearly Ñat), and such a shift
in reference frames can simplify the computations when
high precision is not required. For example, in computing
the positions of planets as seen from Earth, it was for many
years a common practice to combine aberration and light-
time e†ects into ““ planetary aberration,ÏÏ which is actually
based on a light-time perspective et al.(Hohenkerk 1992).
For stars, however, the light time is unknown (or considered
irrelevant), and it is more convenient to treat them as Ðxed
for this purpose and to adjust their apparent positions for
the motion of Earth relative to the solar system barycenter.
Hence the name ““ annual aberration ÏÏ when the e†ect is
treated from this perspective.

In recent years, high precision has become more impor-
tant and computational shortcuts unnecessary. Light time
and aberration are handled separately, and both computa-
tions are carried out using the (assumed inertial) frame of
the solar system barycenter. This allows the inclusion of the
relativistic deÑection of light in the SunÏs gravitational Ðeld.
The computations are properly carried out in the following

order : light time, gravitational deÑection, aberration. The
algorithms e†ectively follow a photon from a moving
source to a moving observer. Thus, the computations
implicitly assume a point source and a point observer, both
with known coordinates and velocities with respect to the
solar system barycenter, in the relativistic metric being used.
In practice, the source coordinates are obtained from an
ephemeris (for solar system bodies) or from catalog data (for
stars and other bodies outside the solar system). The entire
procedure is described by et al. andKaplan (1989)

et al. and summarized below; the formu-Hohenkerk (1992),
lae for gravitational deÑection and relativistic aberration
are based on the developments of for anMurray (1983 ;
independent derivation, see Refraction due toSoffel 1989).
EarthÏs atmosphere is ignored.

The following notation will be used : The vectors K, S, E,
and R represent the positions of the observed body (planet
or star), Sun, Earth, and observer, respectively, with corre-
sponding unit vectors k, s, e, and r. Unsubscripted vectors
are relative to an origin at the solar system barycenter ;
subscripts S, E, and R, when used, denote a coordinate
origin at the Sun, Earth, and observer, respectively. Unless
otherwise noted, these vectors all apply to the (coordinate)
time of observation t. Isotropic coordinates are assumed.
The vector R can be considered to be the sum of EarthÏs
barycentric position vector and the observerÏs geocentric
position vector : R \ E ] RE.The geometric (Euclidean) position of the object with
respect to the observer is where both K and RK

R
\ K [ R,

are evaluated at time t. The corresponding unit vector in the
geometric direction of the object is A Ðrst approx-k

R
.

imation to the light time, *t, between a solar system object
and the observer is given by Adjusting the*t \ o K

R
o /c.

position vector of the observed planet for light time is then
accomplished by iteratively evaluating the two formulae

and until convergence.K
R
@ \ K(t[ *t) [ R(t) *t \ o K

R
@ o /c

The vector is then the position of the planet relative toK
R
@

the observer, accounting for light timeÈthat is, it is the
vector connecting the observer at time t (light arrival) with
the observed planet at time t [ *t (light departure). This
pair of formulae applies only to angular measurements ; it is
too simple for ranging measurements, which are two-way
and require an additional relativistic term. The neglected
term accounts for the ““ Shapiro delay,ÏÏ the extra light time
due to the SunÏs gravitational Ðeld which(Shapiro 1964),
a†ects the angular coordinates of the planets only at the
microarcsecond level, and then only near the solar limb.

For stars or other bodies outside the solar system, the
light time and its time derivative are assumed to be irrele-
vant and are not computed. More speciÐcally, they are
assumed to be implicitly included in the catalog quantities.
That is, for stars, where K(t) is theK

R
@ \ K

R
\ K(t) [ R(t),

geometric position vector of the star, with respect to the
solar system barycenter, at the epoch of observation, calcu-
lated from the catalog position, proper motion, parallax,
and radial velocity. In the stellar case, then, Fork

R
@ \ k

R
.

objects e†ectively at inÐnity (parallax unmeasurable), k
R
@ \

k
R

\ kE\ kS \ k.
To compute the relativistic deÑection of light in the SunÏs

gravitational Ðeld, we will deÐne the vectors RS \ R [ S,
representing the heliocentric position of the observer, and

the heliocentric position of the observedKS@ \ K
R
@ ] RS,body, corrected for light time to the observer. The unit

vectors and correspond to the position vectorsk
R
@ , kS@ , rS K

R
@ ,
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and the quantity represents the magnitude ofKS@ , RS ; RS RS,the distance of the observer from the Sun. Then the unit
vector representing the apparent direction of the bodyk

R
A ,

seen by the observer, accounting for both light time and
gravitational deÑection, is given by

k
R
A \ k

R
@ ] 2GM

_
c2RS

(k
R
@ Æ kS@ )rS [ (rS Æ k

R
@ )kS@

1 ] kS@ Æ rS
, (1)

where G is the gravitational constant, is the mass of theM
_Sun, and c is the speed of light. The apparent angular deÑec-

tion seen by the observer is radially outward from the Sun.
A spherical gravitational Ðeld has been assumed. The mag-
nitude of the angular deÑection given by equation (1) is
*/\ g tan (t/2), where mas and t isg \ 2GM

_
/c2RS B 4

the heliocentric angle between the directions of Earth and
the observed body. As noted by this relationShapiro (1967),
is odd in that it does not depend on the distance of the body
observed. With the appropriate change of variables,

can be easily applied to gravitating bodiesequation (1)
other than the Sun (including Earth itself), and the total
deÑection can be approximated to high accuracy by the
sum of the individual deÑections.

Aberration can be computed as follows : Let be theR0
velocity vector (speed of the observer with respect to theR0 )
solar system barycenter. The unit vector in the apparent
direction of the body, as seen by the observer, adjusted for
light time, gravitational deÑection, and aberration, is

k
R
Ó\ Sgk

R
A ] iR0 /cT , (2)

where the angle brackets imply normalization (to unit
length). Classically, g \ i \ 1. Since the barycentric veloc-
ity of the observer is the sum of the barycentric velocity ofR0
Earth and the geocentric velocity of the observer, both
annual and diurnal aberration have been included. For
Earth-based observers the classical formula is good to
about 0.5 mas, quite adequate for most applications. When
the aberration formula is developed using a Lorentz trans-
formation, we have

b \ R0 /c , c\ 1/J1 [ b2 ,

cos h \ k
R
A Æ R0 /R0 ,

g \ c~1/(1 ] b cos h) ,

i \
A
1 ] b cos h

1 ] c~1
BN

(1] b cos h) . (3)

The apparent angular deÑection of the observed bodyÏs
direction is toward the direction of the observerÏs motion
and is independent of the objectÏs distance. The magnitude
of the deÑection is approximately sin h, where h*h\ (R0 /c)
is the angle, at the observer, between the direction of motion
and the direction of the observed body (as deÐned by k

R
A ).

For observers on Earth, R0 /cB 10~4 B 21A.
The unit vector deÐnes the ““ apparent place ÏÏ of thek

R
Ó

planet or star ; if there were no atmospheric refraction, it
would deÐne the point on the sky where the object would
appear to be. The above formulae, or their equivalents, have
come into widespread use. For example, the SLALIB

and NOVAS astrometry soft-(Wallace 1994) (Kaplan 1990)
ware packages implement them, and they have been used
for the reduction of the Hipparcos satellite observations

et al. They are also used for the prep-(Lindegren 1992).
aration of Apparent Places of Fundamental Stars (see

& Schwan and the Astronomical AlmanacLederle 1984)
(see pp. B36ÈB41). Although more accurate formulae have
been developed (e.g., & Matzner &Richter 1982 ; Klioner
Kopejkin these have not yet come into general use ;1992),
the next generation of astrometric satellites may require the
use of the more complex developments. It should be noted
that, for satellite astrometry, the computation of aberration
to 1 kas would require a determination of the satelliteÏs
velocity vector to 1.5 mm s~1, a technical challenge.

4. TREATMENT USING VLBI DELAY

For interferometers capable of making astrometric mea-
surements, the observable is the di†erence in arrival times of
a wave front at two receiving stations (telescopes, sidero-
stats, or antennas). For connected-element interferometers,
the time di†erence, q, is often estimated in the following
way : First, the starÏs apparent place in the sky, represented
by the unit vector is computed as in (Again, we arek

R
Ó, ° 3.

ignoring the refraction of EarthÏs atmosphere.) For this cal-
culation, one has to choose coordinates for the location of
the observer, so a point somewhere on the baseline connect-
ing the two stations, the ““ phase center ÏÏ of the interferome-
ter, is used. Once the apparent place is computed, in some
celestial coordinate system, the baseline vector is trans-
formed via a series of rotations to the same system; it
becomes the vector B(t), which rotates with Earth. The
instantaneous delay, q, is then simply ifq\ [B(t) Æ k

R
Ó/c

both the baseline B and delay q are deÐned in the same
sense, e.g., station 2 minus station 1. Note that the measured
delay divided by the length of the baseline in light time is
simply the direction cosine of the apparent stellar direction
with respect to the instantaneous baseline direction.

It may not be immediately obvious that this approach
remains valid as the length of the interferometer baseline
increases. At some level of accuracy, and for some baseline
lengths, it would seem that we should account for the fact
that the two stations are actually in two di†erent reference
frames. The VLBI community deals with station separa-
tions of many thousands of kilometers, and the computa-
tion of VLBI delay has always been performed entirely in
the time domain. The apparent place of the source is not
used. Aberration is replaced in this paradigm by the
““ retarded baseline ÏÏ e†ect, which is the motion of the
second antenna after the wave front passes the Ðrst antenna
but before it reaches the second. The gravitational deÑec-
tion of light appears as the di†erential Shapiro delayÈa
small di†erence in the gravitational retardation of the wave
front at the two antennas due to the slightly di†erent paths
through the solar system.

There have been a number of developments of the VLBI
delay observable, for example, by Robertson (1975),

& Groten Shapiro (reported inHellings (1986), Zhu (1991),
Hellings, & Ashby andRyan 1991), Shahid-Saless, (1991),

et al. A consensus model for use in geodetic-Soffel (1991).
astrometric VLBI experiments emerged from a workshop
held in 1990 We will continue to use the(Eubanks 1991a).
notation introduced in The wave front arrival times at° 3.
stations 1 and 2 are and and the delay is thent1 t2, q\ t2If we use (barycentric) position vectors and for[ t1. R1 R2stations 1 and 2, respectively, then the baseline vector that
connects the stations at time ist1 B(t1)\ R2(t1) [ R1(t1).The consensus model for the delay for an inÐnitely distant
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object, as presented in the standards documents of the IERS
(McCarthy expressed in our notation, is1992, 1996),

qE\
G
*t

g
[ k Æ B(t1)

c

]
C
1 [ (1 ] c)U [ 1

c2
AE0 2

2
[ E0 Æ R0 2E

BD

[ E0 Æ B(t1)
c2

A
1 ] k Æ E0

2c
BHNC

1 ] k
c

Æ (E0 ] R0 2E
)
D

, (4)

where the quantities on the right-hand side are all evaluated
at time This equation holds for observed objects e†ec-t1.tively at inÐnity (far outside the solar system). The delay, qE,
is expressed in a geocentric coordinate time such as TAI
(hence the subscript). The vector is the velocity of theE0
geocenter with respect to the solar system barycenter ; k is
the unit vector in the geometric direction of the object (for
objects at inÐnity is the geo-k \ kS \ kE\ k

R1
\ k

R2
) ; R0 2Ecentric velocity of the second antenna ; U is the total gravi-

tational potential at the geocenter ; and c is a parameterized
post-Newtonian (PPN) parameter (c\ 1 in general
relativity). Note that the vector sum in the denomi-E0 ] R0 2Enator is equal to the barycentric velocity of station 2. The
quantity is the di†erential gravitational delay, calcu-*t

glated for the SunÏs Ðeld using

*t
g
\ (1 ] c)

GM
_

c3 ln
Ak Æ R1S

] o R1S
o

k Æ R2S
] o R2S

o

B
, (5)

where the position vectors of the two stations, andR1S
R2S

,
are with respect to the Sun. Just as in the computation of
gravitational light bending in the angle-variable case, equa-
tion (5) can be easily generalized to gravitating bodies other
than the Sun ; the total di†erential gravitational delay is
found by summing over all the gravitating bodies relevant
for a particular observational geometry and accuracy.

For an observed body within the solar system, equations
and must be modiÐed. For such an object we can(4) (5)

compute K@, its barycentric position vector corrected for
light time, as in The corresponding position vectors of° 3.
the observed body with respect to the Sun and stations 1
and 2 are, in our notation, and respectively.KS@ , K

R1
@ , K

R2
@ ,

is based on plane wave fronts, but for solarEquation (4)
system bodies the wave fronts are spherical, with center at
position K@. The Ðrst-order delay, the factor [k Æ B(t1)/cin the numerator of is e†ectively replaced byequation (4),

(for a complete develop-[ o K@[ R2(t1) o [ o K@[ R1(t1) o ]/cment, see & Jacobs As we will see, for theSovers 1996).
purposes of this paper this e†ect is irrelevant, but the gener-
alization of for bodies of Ðnite distance is not.equation (5)
Using the development given in we obtainHellings (1986),

*t
g
\ (1 ] c)

GM
_

c3

]
C
ln
Ak

R1
@ Æ R1S

] o R1S
o

k
R2
@ Æ R2S

] o R2S
o

B
] ln

Ak
R2
@ Æ KS@ ] o KS@ o

k
R1
@ Æ KS@ ] o KS@ o

BD
, (6)

where and are the unit vectors corresponding tok
R1
@ k

R2
@

position vectors andK
R1
@ K

R2
@ .

Furthermore, because is the result of a Ðrst-equation (5)
order development (straight-line photon trajectories), it
requires an additional term for sources observed close to
the Sun. This term, as given in the IERS documents, for

sources at inÐnity is

dt
g
\ (1 ] c)2 G2M

_
2

c5
B(t1) Æ (r1S

] k)
(k Æ R1S

] o R1S
o )2 , (7)

where is the unit vector corresponding to The quan-r1S
R1S

.
tity is added to from Equation (7) alsodt

g
*t

g
equation (5).

can be applied with small error to sources in the outer solar
system if k is replaced by k

R1
@ .

5. RECONCILING THE ANGLE- AND DELAY-VARIABLE

APPROACHES

Reconciling the angle- and delay-based algorithms is
based on a simple construction. We compute the geometric
direction of a star (inÐnitely distant) from a given point R1on the surface of Earth ; the spherical coordinates are (a, d).
That is, using the notation of we start with the unit° 3,
vector which, for objects at inÐnity, is the same as k.k

R1
@ ,

Suppose we have an aperture plane orthogonal to k
R1
@ \ k,

passing through point with the maximum linear dimen-R1,sion of the aperture small compared with the radius of
Earth.

Within the traditional paradigm, the e†ects of the gravi-
tational deÑection of light and aberration shift the apparent
direction of the object to That is, in the topocentrick

R1
Ó .

frame of our aperture the wave fronts come from the direc-
tion and there will be a linear gradient of phase acrossk

R1
Ó ,

the aperture. If the aperture is a focusing element, this phase
gradient produces, in the image plane, an o†set of the point-
spread function (PSF) from the optical axis. Assuming that
we can point the aperture as precisely as needed, the o†set
of the PSF from the optical axis can be measured, yielding
the di†erential angular coordinates (*a and *d) of the
apparent position of the object relative to its geometric
position. We can thus measure the e†ects of gravitational
light bending and aberration using a more or less direct
measurement of angle.

From another point of view, however, our aperture can
be regarded as simply an array of inÐnitesimal surface ele-
ments, any two of which are separated by a vector that can
be thought of as an interferometer baseline. An interfero-
metric delay can (in principle) be measured for each such
baseline, directly sampling, at two points, the phase gra-
dient across the aperture. In the topocentric frame, the
phase gradient results from the apparent tilt of the wave
fronts with respect to the aperture plane. As previously
noted, for connected-element interferometers, the delay is
usually computed using the angle between the baseline and
the apparent direction of the star. However, we can also
take the geocentric VLBI approach and compute the delay
without using any angles measured in the local frame.

The approach used here is to apply one of the VLBI delay
algorithms to two orthogonal baselines, and whichB

r
B
d
,

are part of the small aperture and thus orthogonal to k
R1
@ \

k. The two baselines are of equal length B, with baseline B
rpointing in the direction of increasing right ascension and

pointing in the direction of increasing declination. TheB
dbaselines have the point as their common origin, withR1the points at the opposite ends designated andR2r R2d,respectively (see These two baselines, together withFig. 1).

the unit vector k, e†ectively deÐne an orthogonal basis for a
spherical polar (curvilinear) coordinate system at ThisR1.construction allows us to immediately transform the com-
puted delay values for the two baselines to angular o†sets
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FIG. 1.ÈGeometry of baselines used in application of VLBI delay algo-
rithms. The baselines and are in the direction of increasing rightB

r
B

dascension and declination, respectively, as viewed from the common point
Both baselines lie in the aperture plane that is orthogonal to k, whichR1.points in the starÏs geometric direction.

*a and *d, since either delay divided by B/c is the direction
cosine of the apparent stellar position with respect to the
baseline direction.

However, for the apparent position of the star computed
in such a way to be comparable to that computed from the
traditional approach, it must be expressed in the topocen-
tric frame of the aperture. That is, the delay values must be
expressed in what is essentially local proper time. Since
VLBI delay algorithms yield delay values for a geocentric
frame, some modiÐcation of the algorithms is required. For-
tunately, because in our construction and are orthog-B

r
B
donal to k, some simpliÐcations also arise. For example, for

our application, the VLBI delay algorithm represented by
becomesequation (4)

q
R1

\ *t
g
[ [R0 1 Æ B(t1)/c2](1] k Æ R0 1/2c)

1 ] (k/c) Æ (R0 1] R0 2R1
)

. (8)

The Ðrst term in square brackets in does notequation (4)
appear in equation (8), since Equation (8)k Æ B(t1) \ 0.
yields the delay in local time, because it uses the barycentric
velocity of our basic reference point, in place of theR0 1,barycentric velocity of the geocenter, Similarly, the veloc-E0 .
ity of opposite end of the baseline is now measured with
respect to instead of the geocenter, that is, hasR0 1 R0 2R1replaced (Point can represent either orR0 2E

. R2 R2r R2d,depending on which baselineÏs delay is being computed.)
Note that the vector sum in the denominator isR0 1] R0 2R1equal to the barycentric velocity of station 2, just as is the
corresponding sum in equation (4).

No changes are required in or since theseequation (5) (6),
equations, standing alone, apply to the barycentric refer-
ence system. The quantity is transformed into the geo-*q

gcentric or topocentric system by the action of the
denominator in or respectively.equation (4) (8),

Other VLBI delay algorithms can be used in the same
way and tested against the angle-variable algorithms. The

et al. algorithm reduces to, for the case at hand,Soffel (1991)

q
R1

\ *t
g
[ 1

c2 [R0 1 Æ B(t1)]

]
C
1 [ 1

2c
(k Æ R0 1) [

1
c

(k Æ R0 2R1
)
D

. (9)

The algorithm reduces to an even simplerHellings (1986)
form:

q
R1

\ *t
g
[ 1

c2 [R0 1 Æ B(t1)]
C
1 ] 1

2c
(k Æ R0 1)

D
. (10)

Hellings also presents a slightly di†erent form of the equa-
tion for the gravitational delay for an object at inÐnity :

*t
g
\ [(1 ] c)

GM
_

c3R1S

C(k ] r1S
) Æ B(t1)

1 ] k Æ r1S

D
, (11)

where, if is a vector from the Sun to the observer, thenR1Sis its length and is the corresponding unit vector.R1S
r1SFinally, we must consider why, as previously asserted, we

can ignore spherical wave front e†ects for solar system
objects. The e†ects we are interested in here are linear in
baseline length for short baselines. This linearity means that
the local angle we obtain from the delay value is constant
over a wide range of baseline lengths. However, the extra
delay component due to the sphericity of wave fronts from
solar system objects is quadratic in baseline length. There-
fore, by reducing the size of our hypothetical aperture suffi-
ciently, we can make the delay component due to wave
front curvature negligible relative to the delay component
from the e†ects of interest. From another perspective, we
have limited ourselves to two baselines because that is the
minimum needed to determine an apparent direction in two
dimensions. If we were to use more baselines, then the
ensemble of delay values would allow us to easily solve for
and remove the delay component due to wave front curva-
ture. Therefore, for present purposes, wave front curvature
can be ignored and equations used for solar system(8)È(10)
objects by merely replacing k with k

R1
@ .

6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The angle-variable and VLBI algorithms were quantitat-
ively compared by numerically implementing the strategy
outlined in for a group of celestial objects. That scheme° 5
allows us to generate, from whatever VLBI algorithm is to
be tested, a topocentric apparent placeÈan angular posi-
tion in the reference frame of the small aperture. This posi-
tion can then be compared with a traditional apparent
place computed using the angle-variable algorithms
described in ° 3.

Software was written to evaluate the reduced form of the
three VLBI delay algorithms : the IERS algorithm (eq. [8]),
the So†el et al. algorithm and the Hellings algo-(eq. [9]),
rithm In the IERS and So†el et al. algorithm(eq. [10]).
implementations, was used for for bothequation (6) *q

gstars and solar system objects ; it reduces to forequation (5)
objects at inÐnity. In the Hellings algorithm implementa-
tion, was used for and the analysis wasequation (11) *q

glimited to stars. The algorithms were applied to two equal-
length baselines orthogonal to each other and the geometric
direction of the object, as described in and shown in° 5

The length of these baselines was an input vari-Figure 1.
able, typically in the range 1È100 m. Once the two delays
were computed, they were converted to *a and *d values as
described in these were added to the coordinates (a, d) of° 5 ;
the geometric direction of the object to form a ““ VLBI
apparent place. ÏÏ

The software also evaluated, for the same object, the
topocentric angular position as a†ected by the gravitational
deÑection of light and aberration, computed using the
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angle-variable algorithms given in Subroutines from the° 3.
NOVAS astrometric package were used,(Kaplan 1990)
which directly provide an apparent place of the object of
interest. This apparent place was then compared to the
VLBI apparent place. Di†erences were formed in a, d, and
arc.

Some of the details of this software should be mentioned.
First, the gravitational deÑection of light was computed
using only the SunÏs Ðeld, since adding in the smaller e†ects
of other bodiesÈJupiter or Earth, for exampleÈdoes not
provide any information about the correctness of the basic
algorithm. Second, precession and nutation, which are
simply rotations of the reference frame, were not applied at
any point. All coordinates were therefore with respect to the
equator and equinox of J2000.0. Third, for solar system
objects, light time was computed using the procedure out-
lined in for both the angle-variable and VLBI algo-° 3
rithms. (Note that for the purposes of this paper, light time
could have been omitted entirely.)

To ensure that the angle-variable algorithms from ° 3
were correctly implemented, results from the NOVAS code
were compared with results from the corresponding code
from the SLALIB package When the same(Wallace 1994).
solar system ephemeris data were used in the calculations,
the di†erences in star positions were at the 10~10 arcsec
level, which is numerical noise for angular values represent-
ed in IEEE double-precision Ñoating-point format.

Attention was also given to the potential numerical prob-
lems of computing the VLBI delay for a very short baseline.
Difficulties can arise because of the near-equality of the
quantities and in equations and as well as theR1S

R2S
(5) (6),

near-equality of and in If IEEE double-k
R1
@ k

R2
@ equation (6).

precision Ñoating-point arithmetic is used, then andR1S
R2Sare represented to about 15 decimal digits of precision.

These vectors are heliocentric, and if the two positions they
represent are 10 m apart, the Ðrst 10 digits of the corre-
sponding components of the two vectors will be the same,
leaving only Ðve digits of precision for the di†erence
between them. Similar considerations hold for andk

R1
@ k

R2
@ .

Equations and account for the e†ect of the SunÏs(5) (6)
gravitational Ðeld, which, in angular terms, is greater than

within 5¡ of the Sun. Therefore, near the Sun we would0A.1
expect numerical errors to appear at about the 10 kas level.
In early testing of the algorithm comparison, this was
observed. There are several strategies to avoid these errors.
One is to simply limit our comparison to longer baselines or
greater elongations. Another is to expand equations and(5)

in small quantities ; for example, results(6) equation (11)
from an expansion of inequation (5) B \ R2S

[ R1S
.

However, a Ðrst-order formula of this sort is not sufficiently
accurate. A more general and easily implemented solution
(if less elegant) is to simply use more numerical precision.
Therefore, was implemented in extended-equation (6)
precision (31 digit) arithmetic to avoid the numerical degen-
eracy. The success of this approach depends to some degree
on how the vectors involved are constructed, since the basic
solar system ephemerides are represented only in double-
precision Ñoating-point words.

Each algorithm comparison was performed for 16,471
imaginary stars distributed around the celestial sphere at 2¡
intervals of a and d. A separate set of comparisons was
made within 15¡ of the Sun, where the imaginary stars were
at intervals (beyond the solar limb). The proper motions13¡
and parallaxes of these stars were assumed to be zero. Com-

parisons were also performed for selected planets, using
barycentric coordinates obtained from the JPL DE200
ephemeris The planetary positions were(Standish 1990).
computed at half-day intervals over the 4 year period begin-
ning at 1995.0. For both the star and planet computations,
the barycentric position and velocity of Earth were also
obtained from DE200. The results from all of the computer
runs are described in the following section.

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each VLBI algorithm that was tested, several types of
plots were generated. All-sky maps were produced that use
the shading at each point on the map to indicate the arc
di†erence between the VLBI apparent place and the con-
ventional apparent place, for an inÐnitely distant star at
that point. Maps showing the more densely sampled region
near the Sun were also generated. Supplementing these
maps were ““ Ñow diagrams ÏÏ that showed the direction of
the di†erences between the algorithms across the sky. In
addition, for the So†el et al. and IERS algorithms, plots
were produced showing the di†erence between the VLBI
apparent place and the conventional apparent place of
selected planets as a function of time. For the planet plots,
the algorithm di†erences in right ascension, declination,
and arc were plotted. Statistical data on the comparison
were also generated for each plot.

Although each of the all-sky maps was computed for a
speciÐc geographic location and date, it was found that the
overall pattern of the algorithm di†erences on the sky, with
respect to the position of the Sun and the ecliptic, did not
vary signiÐcantly with time or place. Similarly, the planet
plots appeared to be insensitive to the observerÏs location ;
however, if an extended span of time was plotted, the curves
were seen to repeat with the synodic period of the planet.
The algorithm di†erences also did not depend on baseline
length for baselines ¹1 km, although numerical noise
began to appear below the microarcsecond level for these
short baselines (the long-baseline case is discussed in A° 8).
selection of the most revealing of the ensemble of plots is
shown as Figures and their interpretation is described2È6,
below. Unless otherwise noted, all the plots used here were
computed for longitude [120¡ and latitude 30¡, using 100 m
VLBI baselines. The all-sky maps for the stellar case were
computed for 1996 May 1 at 0000 TT, while the planet plots
covered the years 1995 through 1998.

shows the all-sky di†erence map for the HellingsFigure 2
algorithm. The positions of the Sun, the ecliptic pole, and
the apex of the observerÏs instantaneous velocity are
marked. The shading is linear in the arc di†erence between
algorithms, with the black-to-white range representing dif-
ferences of 0È1 mas. The Ðgure indicates a major di†erence
between the Hellings and angle-variable algorithms that
must be associated with aberration, since maxima occur in
two rings, 45¡ and 135¡ from the velocity apex. Further-
more, the direction of the di†erence at each point (not
shown in the Ðgure) is aligned directly toward or away from
the velocity apex. However, the largest di†erences between
the Hellings and angle-variable algorithms actually occur
very close to the Sun (within the width of the Sun symbol on
the map) and reach 16 mas.

Di†erences between algorithms at such levels is signiÐ-
cant for modern astrometric applications. The Hellings
VLBI algorithm is a decade old, however, and its design
speciÐcation was ““ tenths of a nanosecond ÏÏ in delay. As a
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FIG. 2.ÈAll-sky map showing the arc di†erences between star positions computed using the Hellings VLBI delay algorithm and the standard angle-
variable algorithms used in optical astrometry. These computations used a grid of artiÐcial stars at inÐnity and 100 m VLBI baselines. The black-to-white
shading range represents di†erences of 0È1 mas. The positions of the Sun, the ecliptic pole (e), and the apex of the observerÏs instantaneous velocity (v) are
indicated. The long-dashed curve is the ecliptic, and the short-dashed curve is 90¡ from the velocity apex.

fraction of the maximum delay of s for ground-aE/c\ 0.021
based interferometers (where is the Earth radius), ^0.1aEns in delay accounts for the 1 mas di†erence in apparent
position that we see over most of the sky (at least in
magnitude) and does not require that any error be assigned
to the conventional angle-based algorithms. The situation
close to the Sun is not as clear, although the Hellings gravi-
tational delay formula is an approximation to those used in
the later VLBI algorithms. Improvements were made to the
Hellings VLBI model by et al.Shahid-Saless (1991).

The So†el et al. algorithm provides a more interesting
case. It was designed for picosecond delay accuracy ; ^1 ps
translates to about 10 kas in apparent place. showsFigure 3
the di†erence maps for this algorithm, computed and pre-
sented in the same manner as InFigure 2. Figure 3,
however, the di†erences between the VLBI and angle-based
algorithms are 3 orders of magnitude smaller than those in

with the shading range representing 0È0.75 kasFigure 2,
di†erences. Since the angle-based algorithms have not been
changed, the vast improvement must come from the better
VLBI delay model. The pattern shown in indicatesFigure 3
that, although the maximum di†erences are clearly related
to the Sun (they reach D2 kas near the solar limb), some
other factor is involved that is associated with the ecliptic.
The di†erences must result from some kind of interaction
between gravitational light bending and aberration that is
not identically handled in the angle-based and VLBI algo-
rithms.

is the di†erence map for the IERS algorithm,Figure 4
and we see another order-of-magnitude improvement ; here
the shading range represents only 0È0.025 kas di†erences.
Over most of the sky, we are left with a featureless map of
very low-level discrepancies, typically tens of nanoarcsec-
onds, associated with the aberration calculations. Within a
few degrees of the Sun, where gravitational light bending is
greatest, the di†erences increase but remain below 1 kas.
T. M. Eubanks (1995, private communication) has noted
that the primary di†erence between the So†el et al. and
IERS algorithms is a Lorentz factor arising from the obser-
verÏs velocity that is applied to the gravitational delay in the
latter theory (denominator in eqs. and but not the[4] [8])
former. (The counterpart in the angle-based algorithms is
that the gravitational deÑection is computed before aberra-
tion.) This, then, explains the di†erence pattern seen in

that is not present in Clearly, the IERSFigure 3 Figure 4.
algorithm is superior to the other two VLBI algorithms, at
least for objects at inÐnity. numerically summarizesTable 1
the results for the set of comparisons described above.

Figures and show the arc di†erence between the VLBI5 6
and angle-based computed positions for two planets, Venus
and Mars, as a function of time. is based on theFigure 5
So†el et al. algorithm and is based on the IERSFigure 6
algorithm, both with the gravitational delay formula gener-
alized to work for objects at all distances. These plots were
computed for the same geographic location and baseline
length (100 m) as the previous Ðgures. Like Figures and3 4,
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FIG. 3.ÈSame as except that the So†el et al. VLBI delay algorithm was used and the shading range represents di†erences of 0È0.75 kasFig. 2,

they show that the VLBI and angle-based algorithms
compare quite well, with the IERS algorithm signiÐcantly
better than the So†el et al. algorithm most of the time.
Di†erences between the IERS and angle-based algorithms
remain well below 1 kas except for a forest of numerical
noise spikes and some broader, more signiÐcant peaks.
These peaks, which reach about 10 kas near the times when
one of the planets is at conjunction with the Sun, are the
counterparts to the di†erence maxima near the Sun that
arose in the stellar computations. The exceptional peak for
Mars at conjunction in 1998 occurs when Mars is occulted
by the Sun.

The results described above illustrate the improvements
in precision that accompanied the development of a con-
sensus VLBI delay algorithm. Widely accepted angle-
variable algorithms were already in place when this
development began, and the analysis described here indi-
cates that the conÐdence placed in the angle-variable algo-
rithms was not unfounded. The small di†erences between
the two regimes that remain may, of course, be due to either

the delay- or angle-based formulations ; a better version of
one or the other would be needed to resolve the issue. In the
next section, the comparison approach used here is
exploited to test an experimental improvement made in the
angle-based algorithms.

8. TESTING AN IMPROVEMENT TO THE MODEL

In the VLBI and angle-based algorithms tested so far, the
general relativistic e†ect of the SunÏs gravitational Ðeld has
been derived from a Ðrst-order geometric model. That is,
the total e†ect has been derived from a line integral over a
photon trajectory that is a straight line in Euclidean space.
For most trajectories (most of the sky), this is a reasonable
and highly accurate approximation. However, as noted in

for VLBI observations close to the Sun, a delay correc-° 4,
tion has been developed (reproduced here as thateq. [7])
accounts for path curvature. As noted by Eubanks (1991b),
since the actual photon path is concave toward the Sun, the
impact parameter of the ray with respect to the Sun is
actually greater than in the linear approximation. For an

TABLE 1

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VLBI AND ANGLE-VARIABLE ALGORITHMS

Average Di†erence over Average Di†erence within Maximum Di†erence near
VLBI Algorithm Whole Sky 15¡ of Sun Solar Limb

Hellings 1986 . . . . . . . . . 6.5] 10~4 2.5] 10~4 1.6] 10~2
Soffel et al. 1991 . . . . . . 2.2 ] 10~7 4.9] 10~7 1.5] 10~6
IERS 1996 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8] 10~8 2.3] 10~8 2.3] 10~7

NOTE.ÈIn units of arcseconds.
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FIG. 4.ÈSame as except that the IERS VLBI delay algorithm was used and the shading range represents di†erences of 0È0.025 kasFig. 2,

object at inÐnity observed on Earth, this tends to lessen the
total gravitational delay and the apparent angular deÑec-
tion of the photonÏs path. Detailed expressions for the total
e†ect, including high-order terms, have been presented by
Richter & Matzner whose work formed the(1982, 1983),
basis for the VLBI delay correction given in the IERS docu-
ments and here.

We can include the path-curvature VLBI delay correc-
tion in the IERS algorithm and again compute the(eq. [7])

FIG. 5.ÈDi†erences between planet positions computed using the
So†el et al. VLBI delay algorithm and the standard angle-variable algo-
rithms used in optical astrometry. Di†erences for Venus are shown in
black, and those for Mars are shown in gray. This comparison required
that the usual VLBI formula for di†erential gravitational (Shapiro) delay
be generalized for use with solar system objects.

di†erences with the standard angle-based algorithms.
(Referring to this as a path-curvature correction, rather
than as a second-order correction, avoids nomenclatural
confusion with terms in the relativistic metric.) Averaged
over the whole sky, the di†erences increase by 44%, but
most of the e†ect is concentrated near the Sun, where the
di†erences reach a few milliarcseconds. Apparently, this is
an indication of the error in the standard algorithm for
angular deÑection due to neglect of path curvature.

An approximate path-curvature correction was then
applied to the angular deÑection algorithm. Equation (1)

FIG. 6.ÈSame as except that the IERS VLBI algorithm wasFig. 5,
used. Note that the di†erence ““ Ñoor ÏÏ is lower by about an order of magni-
tude, making this plot appear noisier than Fig. 5.
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TABLE 2

ALGORITHM DIFFERENCES AS A FUNCTION OF BASELINE LENGTH

Baseline Length Average Di†erence over Average Di†erence within Maximum Di†erence near
(km) Whole Sky 15¡ of Sun Solar Limb

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.7 ] 10~8 4.0] 10~8 1.5] 10~5
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.6 ] 10~8 4.6] 10~8 1.4] 10~5
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8 ] 10~7 6.4] 10~7 1.8] 10~4
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.9] 10~6 6.6] 10~6 1.9] 10~3
10000 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.9] 10~5 5.6] 10~5 1.9] 10~2

NOTE.ÈIn units of arcseconds.

was recast so that the undeÑected impact parameter of the
ray appears as a variable in the denominator. Let the mag-
nitude of the deÑection given by be */ and theequation (1)
observer-Sun distance be The correction scheme isRS.simply to increase the impact parameter of the ray by RS*/
and recompute the gravitational deÑection using the new
impact parameter. When the results of this new angular
deÑection algorithm are compared with those from the
improved VLBI delay model, the large di†erences between
the two regimes near the Sun are reduced by an order of
magnitude, and the all-sky average reverts to the value
obtained from the comparison of the two original algo-
rithms. The two algorithms with the path-curvature correc-
tions produce a di†erence map that is indistinguishable
from (Neither of the path-curvature corrections isFigure 4.
valid for observations of solar system bodies, although in
both cases the error would be small for objects in the outer

solar system.) It is rather surprising that the crude correc-
tion applied to the standard angle-based algorithm works
so well, but the results show the value of directly comparing
independently derived algorithms for two di†erent observ-
ing domains. Obviously, if higher angular accuracy is
needed close to the Sun, the next step would be to imple-
ment a true high-order gravitational bending algorithm
based on, for example, the & Matzner orRichter (1982)

& Kopejkin developments.Klioner (1992)

9. THE LARGE-APERTURE CASE

The form of the VLBI delay algorithms that we have been
using is a special case that applies to baselines orthogonal
to the geometric direction of the object and delay measured
in the proper time of station 1. However, no conditions or
approximations were introduced based on the distance
between the two stations, so the VLBI algorithms used here

FIG. 7.ÈSame as except that the VLBI baselines used were 100 km long. The shading range represents di†erences of 0È0.5 kas.Fig. 4,
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should remain valid for baselines up to D107 m. In con-
trast, the angle-variable algorithms have been derived for a
single-point observer and do not contain any variable that
relates to aperture size. Using the technique described in
°° and we can compare the two kinds of algorithms on5 6,
increasingly long VLBI baselines and obtain the error that
results from applying the angle-variable algorithms to
instruments with large apertures.

Comparisons of the VLBI and angle-based algorithms
were made for a series of VLBI baseline lengths. For this
series of comparisons, the algorithms used were those
described in which included the path-curvature gravita-° 8,
tional delay/bending corrections. The results for baselines
shorter than a few kilometers are not signiÐcantly di†erent
from those reported in for the 100 m baseline. For° 8
10È10,000 km baselines, the di†erences between the VLBI
and angle-based algorithms increase linearly with baseline
length but remain small. summarizes the resultsTable 2
from a typical series of computations. reÑects, forTable 2
the geometry that we are using, the weak nonlinearity of
VLBI delay as a function of baseline length (sometimes
referred to as ““ relativistic parallax ÏÏ). For the 100 km base-
line case, the di†erences between the angle- and delay-based
algorithms as they map onto the sky are shown in Figure 7,
where the black-to-white shading range represents 0È0.5
kas di†erences (cf. Interestingly, the di†erences thatFig. 4).
emerge are all in right ascension.

The angle-based algorithms seem to be quite good even
for very large apertures. However, this set of tests applies
only to the normal way in which these algorithms are
applied in optical astrometry, which is to an object on a line
of sight orthogonal to the aperture plane. A di†erent kind of
test would be required to provide information on whether a
large interferometer such as, for example, the VLA, could
use the angle-based and delay-based algorithms inter-
changeably for all observing geometries. The tests described
above answer that question only for sources observed at the
zenith.

10. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented information on the correspon-
dence between algorithms used in two astrometric regimes :
the optical regime, where the observables are angular quan-
tities, and the VLBI radio regime, where the interferometric
group delay is the observable. The physical e†ects that the
algorithms of interest account for are relativistic aberration
and gravitational light deÑection (in the language of
angular variables). A procedure was presented by which
VLBI algorithms can be used to generate angular positions
that can be compared with those computed using the stan-
dard optical algorithms. The software developed for this,
called WAAAV (Wide-Angle Astrometry Algorithms from
VLBI), is available from the author.

This software has been used to quantitatively evaluate
the di†erences between the algorithms used in the two
regimes. This analysis showed that the VLBI algorithms
have become substantially more sophisticated over the last
decade and that the VLBI and optical algorithms now cor-
respond at the microarcsecond level or better over most of
the sky. Furthermore, the analysis demonstrates that the
optical algorithms can be applied in the usual way to very
large apertures, without signiÐcant error.

The correspondence between these algorithms provides

information on their precision, which, as used here, refers to
how well a physical model is embodied in the mathematics
used to account for it. Historically, the developments of the
optical and radio algorithms used the same physical model,
based on special and general relativity, but progressed
along separate mathematical paths. What has not been
addressed is the accuracy of these algorithms, that is, how
well the physical model corresponds to reality. Ultimately,
of course, this can only be determined by actual obser-
vation. However, it is well known that these algorithms, as
usually implemented, are not accurate at the micro-
arcsecond level of precision reported hereÈa level that
could soon be important observationally.

The incompletenesses in the algorithms fall into two cate-
gories. The Ðrst arises from the way in which the algorithms
are implemented in software. Often, for example, gravita-
tional deÑection is evaluated only for the Sun, as was done
for the comparisons reported in this paper. Yet JupiterÏs
mass is 10~3 that of the Sun, and its e†ects are greater than
1 kas over almost half the celestial sphere ; SaturnÏs e†ect is
one-sixth as great. EarthÏs Ðeld adds a deÑection of order
0.1 mas over most of the sky. Furthermore, in computing
gravitational deÑection, the position of the gravitating body
changes over the photonÏs time of Ñight, an e†ect that

et al. treat. At the very least, the deÑec-Shahid-Saless (1991)
tion should be computed using the position that the gravi-
tating body had when the observed photons passed closest
to it. Analogous statements could be made about gravita-
tional delay.

A more important category of algorithm incompleteness
is in the fundamental mathematical expressions, which do
not always account for all of the signiÐcant physics. In addi-
tion to the path-curvature corrections to gravitational
deÑection/delay described in there are higher order° 8,
terms for spherical gravitational Ðelds and terms for the
e†ects of nonspherical gravitational ÐeldsÈthe quadrupole
component and the dipole gravitometric component for
rotating bodies. These e†ects have been described by
Richter & Matzner Klioner, &(1982, 1983), Brumberg,
Kopejkin & Kopejkin and &(1990), Klioner (1992), Pa� ez
Frutos Over most of the sky they are quite small, but(1994).
they can be signiÐcant at the microarcsecond level or
greater near the limbs of solar system bodies. In addition,
more theoretical work is needed on the validity of the
simple addition of gravitational deÑections or delays from
separate bodies and the use of constants and measurements
(such as station and planetary coordinates) that are not
necessarily all expressed in the same metric.

Perhaps the principal value of the algorithm comparison
scheme described in this paper is its utility in validating
these kinds of extensions to the underlying physical model.
The example presented in this paper was the addition of
path-curvature corrections to the gravitational deÑection/
delay algorithms. Independently derived corrections were
introduced into the delay-based and angle-based algo-
rithms and the results compared. The small numerical dif-
ferences that resulted when the corrections were used in
both regimes, in contrast to the much larger di†erences
when the algorithms were mismatched, provided a measure
of conÐdence that the corrections were at least formally
sound. This example demonstrates that the development
described in this paper can serve as a helpful diagnostic tool
in implementing new algorithms required by increasingly
sophisticated and accurate observing systems.
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